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Ask  
Dr. Bob

Advice from our  
in-house doc

E-mail your questions for Dr. Bob 
Arnot to dr.bob@mensjournal.com.

 QWhat should I do to protect my 
brain (and gonads) from cell 

phone radiation?  

 AThe final word is far from in on 
whether or not cell phone radia-

tion causes cancer, but some studies 
have shown an increased risk of brain 
tumors for people who use cell phones 
a lot. My guess is that we’re eventually 
going to see a correlation. To avoid 
being one of the victims, I rarely hold 
a cell phone to my ear and instead use 
an earpiece. In noisy places like air-
ports, I hook my phone up to a pair of 
Bose noise-canceling QuietComfort 3 
headphones ($300; bose.com) and 
attach Bose’s mobile-communication 
kit ($40), which is just a cord with a 
receiver I can speak into. As for my 
more delicate parts, I always leave my 
cell phone in the breast pocket of my 
jacket…and out of my pants pocket. 

  Q What is the best temperature 
for drinking water in order to 

hydrate properly? I’ve heard that if 
you drink it too hot — or too cold — 
your body won’t absorb it as well.  

 A There’s no fluid temperature that 
will hydrate you any better than 

another, but the American College of 
Sports Medicine recommends that 
people drink liquids between 59 and 72 
degrees Fahrenheit. Doctors there sur-
mise that people who drink fluids in 
this temperature range will likely down 
more and will therefore become better 
hydrated. The only time I drink warm-
er beverages is during very long cross-
country ski races, like the 55-mile 
Coureur des Bois. At 20 degrees below 
zero, there doesn’t seem to be anything 
better than hot soup, which helps to 
bring up body temperature. Of course, 
hydration isn’t just about the tempera-
ture of the fluid; particularly when 
you’re exercising for an hour or more, 
it’s important that there are electrolytes 
(mostly salts) in the liquid, which allow 
for better hydration.

Yoga Hikes Hit California
Two popular forms of exercise have united in San Francisco in the form of 
90-minute hikes interspersed with three seven- to 15-minute yoga sessions 
— and fitness experts are praising the combination. “You’re exhausting 
short-term energy reserves when you’re hiking, and most of the energy 
you’re using in the yoga intervals is taxing long-term reserves,” says Phil 
Cutti, an exercise physiologist at Stanford University. “Yoga’s diaphragmatic 
breathing forces people to use more of their lungs, improving the overall 
impact of the workout.” The routine’s popularity has caused founder Eric 
Kipp to look at expanding the program to places like Los Angeles, Arizona, 
and Colorado ($20 per guided yoga hike; hikingyoga.com). —bryce hubner

ShoulderS and Back: weekend tennis 
or golf games can leave your shoulders 
and back in knots. to work on your sore 
spots, lie on your back with the roller be-
neath your shoulder blades, perpendicu-
lar to your body. push with your feet until 
the roller is under the bottom of your rib 
cage. slowly work your way back to the 
starting position and repeat 10 times.

Shoulder moBility: this exercise 
helps maintain functional mobility in your 
shoulders and upper back. with the roller 
positioned along your spine from your 
tailbone to your shoulders, bring your 
right arm up and over your right shoulder 
while shifting the roller to your left. hold 
for several seconds, then repeat on the 
opposite side. —josh fulmer

i.t. Band: prone to overuse injuries, the 
iliotibial band is the strip of connective 
tissue that runs from your hip to your 
knee. to keep it in shape, lie on your side 
with the roller beneath your hip. holding 
your body up, pull yourself along the floor 
until the roller is just above your right 
knee. repeat 10 times, then switch sides.

cheSt: your desk job has likely caused 
your pecs to pull your shoulders forward, 
creating tension. to remedy that, lie on 
your back with the roller running along 
your spine. with your arms out and palms 
down for support, stretch your chest by 
allowing your shoulders to wrap around 
the roller. hold for several seconds.

Your Gym’s Best Recovery Tool
using a foam roller for your post-workout massage 
can significantly reduce muscle pain. 


